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ABSTRACT: Engineering solution is related to four-cylinder interna! combustion four stroke flat 
engine with double action pistons on common piston rod / 2+2 I with the straight - line motion 
transfer of pistons to the rotational motion by means of contra - rotating segment bearing to the 
centra! engine rotor and gear wheel with lean double gearing that is on output motor shaft. Mixture 
absorbtion and engine supercharging is solved with piston bottom at particular cyJinder and their 
interconnection 
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I. INTRODUCTION
With regard to four-stroke classical combustion engine is the straight-line motion transfer of 
pistons transferred to the rotational motion through piston rod to crank shaft. Disadvantage of these 
engines is the great amount of the movable parts that demand special precision and when the 
parameters are infringed engine performance show a loss, reduced fuel economy, decreased ecoJogicaJ 
parameters of the engine, various unwanted resonances, its weight, consumption of materiaJ and 
parameters. Other types of interna( combustion engine e.g. with rotating pistons are expensive because 
of the materiaJ of high quality, precision and equivaJent price, that decides about avaJabiJity of generaJ 
pubJic at auto market. 
2. BASIS OF ENGINEERNG SOLUTION
Stated limitations are considerably eliminated with four-cyJinder interna! combustion four stroke 
flat engine with double action pistons straight - line motion transfer through contra - rotating friction 
segment bearing and common rod to centra( rotor with whose circuit Jean doubJe gearing is 
transmitted the torsion moment through gear wheeJ with Jean doubJe gearing Jo output motór shaft. 
The engine consist of fixed parts e.g. engine block, that is made of ordinary Jíte metaJs and moving 
parts aJso made of readily availabJe materials. 
As long as this engine does not have the standard crank shaft, all the straight-Jine motion is 
transmitted to engine rotor. Engine rotor fulfils a task of the flywheel. Output shaft is driven with gear 
wheel with Jean doubJe gearing, that has towards the rotor contradictory rotation speed. 
The fact that these wheels are contrarotating and have mass forces and this way fuJfil the task of 
flywheeJ positiveJy influences tluent and baJanced engine running and considerabJy eliminates 
undesirabJe effects [ vibrations, noisiness]. Output driven shaft of engine front is used for the drive of 
the oiJ preasure pump that fulfil a task of bearing Jubrication. Drive of gear-band-wheel, that drive 
cam shaft with cog belt [valve timing]. 
From output shaft are driven other machines necessary for running of the engine.[ alternator, 
water pump, air conditioning, servo etc.] 
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